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Stop, stop little pot, no more porridge that's the lot!
This week we have all been helping to tell the story of The magic porridge pot. We have found so many rhyming words starting with our 
stem word (eg pot). The children have also been joining in with the key phrases from the story and finishing the sentences in key places.

We have continued to prepare the flower beds for winter and have planted bulbs. The children have shown their understanding of what 
plants need to grow and we talked about these coming up in the spring when it's warmer. They made sure they covered the bulbs well so 
that the frost wouldn't make them too cold over winter.

There have been shape hunts galore at Pre-School this week, looking for shapes in different contexts to deepen our knowledge of 
shapes. The children have found specific shapes, named shapes that they have found and explored the different properties of each
shape. We found that only counting the corners and sides once was quite tricky but that keeping a finger on the first one helped us to 
know when to stop counting.
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Important things to bring to Pre-School
We go outside in all weather so please can you bring wellies, outdoor shoes and slippers 

for inside. A coat and warm clothing are a must. A change of clothes just in case. A 
labelled bottle of water, healthy snack (fruit or vegetables) and a lunchbox if staying 

for lunch.



Next week…

With the term whizzing by next week we will 
begin some Christmas fun! We will have 
spaghetti Christmas tree sensory play to 
develop our fine motor skills and explore 
Christmas tree decorating traditions too.

We'll have the opportunity to make paper 
plate dragons as the children have shown an 
interest in paints and crafts and to 
complement our book of the week.

We will have a new selection of Christmas 
song stones as we learn some festive songs

Sound of the week

• Our sound of the week will be 'p' we will concentrate on correct speech formation and initial 
sound recognition by going on a sound hunt. We choose a sound of the week or listening skill to 
focus on with the children based on phase 1 and 2 of Letters and Sounds as well as developmental 
needs identified. There are supporting games and information about this at: http://www.letters-
and-sounds.com/phase-2.html

• We focus on the sound a letter makes rather than the letter name as this supports early literacy 
skills and forms the basis for reading and spelling in primary school. Phonics has changed so much 
since most parents were taught so a refresh of pure sounds could help you to support your child 
when pronouncing sounds. Here is a video that demonstrates this much better than any written 
explanation could: https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=IwJx1NSineE

Book of the Week

Our book of the week will be 
Zog by Julie Donaldson as the 
children have enjoyed playing 
with the doctors kit. Zog is 

filled with rhyme and 
repetition to support language 

development.

Number of the week

This week we will look at the 
numeral 4, representing 4,

finding 4 in different ways 
and sharing 4!
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